Total number of Designated Maternal Facilities 9

**Level II Maternal Facilities**
1 facility is currently designated

**Level III Maternal Facilities**
2 facilities are currently designated

**Level IV Maternal Facilities**
6 facilities are currently designated

---

**Level II Maternal Facilities**

Children’s Hospital of San Antonio
San Antonio, 78207 (TSA-P)
Expires 2/1/2023

---

**Level III Maternal Facilities**

Medical City Dallas
Dallas, 75230 (TSA-E)
Expires 2/1/2023

Methodist Hospital
San Antonio, 75230 (TSA-P)
Expires 2/1/2023

---

**Level IV Maternal Facilities**

Baylor University Medical Center
Dallas, 75246 (TSA-E)
Expires 9/1/2022 (with contingencies)

Harris Health System Ben Taub Hospital
Houston, 77030 (TSA-Q)
Expires 9/1/2022 (with contingencies)

Memorial Hermann - The Medical Center
Houston, 77030 (TSA-Q)
Expires 9/1/2022 (with contingencies)

Texas Children’s Hospital
Houston, 77030 (TSA-Q)
Expires 4/1/2022

University Hospital
San Antonio, 78229 (TSA-P)
Expires 4/1/2022

University Medical Center of El Paso
El Paso, 79905 (PCR-I)
Expires 4/1/2022